Whether you're shipping vaccines or vegetables, ZIM's refrigerated containers are equipped to provide advanced transport you can rely on. Fruit, meat, medicines, and other frozen or refrigerated cargo all require precise temperature monitoring and expert care to maintain the cold chain and ensure complete safety. That's why ZIM has developed unique technologies to ensure that our reefer container transportation is as secure, reliable, and efficient as possible. Our cutting-edge ZIMonitor system lets you stay on top of your cargo's route, humidity, temperature, and even unexpected door openings in real time. It is a vital tool for monitoring any type of sensitive or high value cargo, cutting down on potential problems, time, and worry.

Delicate reefer cargo demands specific, hard-earned expertise. From port, throughout the voyage, and across land to the final destination, ZIM's experienced professional team provides personal support, carefully analyzing and overseeing the needs of each cargo. Traversing crucial, niche trades throughout the world, we offer you first-class service and easy entry into expanding markets.

ZIM Integrated Shipping Services Ltd.  www.zim.com